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Pre-meeting survey
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Glenn - Zoom poll



Introductions

▸ ISWS
• Glenn Heistand
• Mary Richardson
• Brian Chaille
• James Powell
• Diana Davisson
• Ryan Meekma
• Zoe Zaloudek
• Marni Law 

▸FEMA, Region 5
• Ken Hinterlong
• John Wethington
• Ashley Reimann

▸FEMA, Regional Service Center 
(RSC)
• Roger Denick
• Stephanie Nurre

▸ IDNR-OWR
• Loren Wobig
• Steve Altman
• Liana Winsauer
• Marilyn Sucoe

▸USACE
• Kaileigh Scott
• John Burant
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Goals

▸Collaborate to continue to build resilience and 
develop secure assets along and including the 
Rock River.  Please comment on the webmap!

▸Review and understand the current and updated 
flood hazard assessment and floodway analysis

▸Dialog with community officials and floodplain 
managers on their comments and technical data

▸Develop a path forward
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FEMA National Objectives
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
#FEMA National Objectives SlideAs a component of the national flood insurance program, FEMA maps flood risk nationwide to provide study reports, mapping, and related products that form the basis for flood risk assessment for mitigation planning and emergency response, as well as flood insurance rate determination. Every Flood Insurance Study FEMA initiates follows this general path from start to finish. We begin with the Project Planning and Discovery phases where FEMA assesses the need to initiate a flood hazard study and flood insurance mapping update, determines the scope, anticipated schedule, and budget, and breaks the area to be studied into phases.In the Discovery phase, with input from state and local leadership, a watershed is reviewed to determine if there may be a need for new or updated Flood Insurance Rate Maps or other flood risk products. This decision is based on the current flood risk in the area, available data, increases in development, population affected and other related factors that contribute to the overall flood risk. FEMA, state and local leaders collect current and historic flood-related data and then meet to review this data, assembling a more complete picture of the area’s flood risk. During data development, FEMA and its mapping partners move forward with collecting survey data, field measurements, and hydraulic data to perform modeling and analysis to create draft maps and flood risk products. From there, we move to the flood risk review meeting to present the results of the study in the form of draft work maps. After flood risk review, there is a comment period where we collect input on the draft products and following that produce preliminary mapping and flood insurance study reports. Following the preliminary map stage, due process is initiated during another meeting with community officials and a public open house meeting, followed by a 90-day statutory appeal period. Any appeals or comments received during the appeal period are addressed and resolved and final maps are produced, with a letter of final determination sent shortly after final maps are complete. FEMA floodplain management staff and state national flood insurance program coordinators then work with communities to draft ordinances to adopt the new maps and study data.The focus of the current flood insurance study for the Rock River Watershed is the Data and Product Development phase, with the later Preliminary mapping phases expected in coming years when modeling is complete.



Agenda

Part 1
Welcome and Introduction

Motivated
Project History, Methodology and 

Results
Propose a path forward

Break

Part 2
Breakout in Topical Dialog Groups

Levee Discussion
Floodway and Technical Discussion

Using the Web Map to Make Comments
Topic of Your Choice?

Agenda
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Glenn - This meeting has two parts:  We’ll present a lot of information to get things started and then break up into smaller groups where we can actually have a dialog after a short break.  These groups will all meet at the same time, but you will be free to move from group to group if you have questions about different topics.  �Each of the breakout groups will be recorded and made available on our web-site for your future reference.  This will allow us to really discuss any concerns or questions that you may have.  We are happy to discuss and answer your questions today to the best of our ability, but remember, we will only make official responses to the comments that you provide on the web map!  If you forget everything else today, please remember that!  We will help you as much as we can to use this resource.  If you’d like help today, we can walk you through making an official comment in the breakout room for that in Part 2 of the meeting.  Now I’ll turn the presentation over to Brian who will go into more detail about the work that we are presenting.  Introduce Brian



Motivated
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - We know that you are all motivated to make your communities better places to live.  Many of you have devoted your lives to that.  You’ve made the effort to attend this meeting and that is just representative of what you do day in and day out.  We want you to know that we appreciate what you are providing and hope that in some small way what we’ve done will be a help to you as you work within your communities.



Erie/Hillsdale Effective FIRM
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - But the tools you have at your disposal in the form of Regulatory Flood Maps really need to be improved.  Here’s an example of some of the discrepancies in the effective maps.  At the county boundary between Rock Island, Henry and Whiteside Counties, the BFE’s on one side of the river are 3 feet higher than the other side.  Floodways don’t agree or are omitted.  In fact, we understand that the biggest concern to date has been the impact of the proposed floodway.  As we put the finishing touches on these draft maps, we kept that in mind and made sure that the floodway was as accurate as possible.



Special Flood Hazard Area
The FEMA Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) zone type 
designation is related to the method and level of hydraulic analysis 
performed. 
Riverine hydraulic analysis typically results in SFHA designation as 
Zone A or Zone AE, based on the analysis level deemed 
appropriate for the study area.
Zone A Areas subject to inundation by the 1-percent-annual-chance 

flood event. 
NO Base Flood Elevations are shown.

Zone AE Areas subject to inundation by the 1-percent-annual-chance 
flood event. 
Base Flood Elevations ARE shown.

The Base Flood Elevation (BFE) is the elevation of surface water resulting from a 
flood that has a 1% chance of equaling or exceeding that level in any given year.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - There are a few terms that are worth defining at this stage:The FEMA Special Flood Hazard Area zone type designation is related to the method and level of hydraulic analysis performed. Riverine hydraulic analysis typically results in SFHA designation as Zone A Areas subject to inundation by the 1-percent-annual-chance flood event. NO Base Flood Elevations are shown.or Riverine hydraulic analysis may result in a Zone AE SFHA designation, These are Areas subject to inundation by the 1-percent-annual-chance flood event. Base Flood Elevations ARE shown.



Floodway and Storage
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - We’re all familiar with a diagram like this.  It shows the width of the floodplain, with a floodway in the middle and floodway fringe on the edges.  The fringe may be filled or leveed, theoretically, without harming anyone upstream or downstream.  The floodway width is established by limiting impacts to BFE’s or “floodway surcharge” and here in Illinois by limiting the loss of flood storage volume and velocity increase.  Our typical river modeling methods generally ignore flood volume, but we engineers know that we not only need to account for the peak flow rates but all the flow volume when we define the floodway.  That’s why Illinois Floodway Law is written to protect floodplain storage.  Illinois established statewide requirements that exceed the minimum NFIP standards to meet the particular needs that we have as a state.  First, the allowable surcharge is 0.1 ft. rather than 1 ft.  (Illinois is generally pretty flat, 0.1 ft. of increase makes more sense for us.  Second, Illinois regulations require that 90% of the floodplain storage be preserved.  Third, Illinois regulations limit the allowable increase in velocity due to floodway encroachment to 10% of the average across the cross-section.When this updated Rock River floodway was determined the Corps use a more advanced river modeling method on the Rock River, that accounts for all the flow volume.  We know that if a lot of the currently effective floodway fringe is filled or leveed, flows and BFE’s will increase downstream as well as upstream.  We aren’t just guessing, that models that stand behind the new maps will show just how much a particular action will affect things. 



Overview of changes based on FRR proposed analysis. Increased floodway (yellow hatch), very 
similar floodplain (blue), Meredosia levee SFHA additions (red). Upstream reach did not previously 
have floodway.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - You’ve probably seen this graphic. It is representative of the changes proposed since the currently effective FIRM.  It’s a good overview graphic, but the web map wins if you spot any differences!  We’ll go into more detail, but I want to focus for a moment on the yellow hatched areas.  The yellow areas represent those areas of increased floodway.  This new floodway is the largest change based on the propose model.  It’s regrettable that the effective floodway didn’t show this accurately, but it’s fortunate that these areas weren’t leveed or filled earlier.  The results of the analysis that we present indicate that removing these areas from the floodplain would harm communities both upstream and downstream of these locations. If all those yellow areas were leveed or filled, we would expect flows and BFE’s to increase along the Rock downstream from East Moline to Rock Island, as well as upstream due to the restricted width! The proposed floodway on the Rock River must be preserved to avoid increases in BFE’s on the Rock where the population is the highest.  Think of it as the region’s very own flood management system that you didn’t have to build or pay for, but you must maintain!  Without a new FIRM there is no guarantee that this natural floodplain management system will be maintained.  (CLICK)There’s another way to think of a floodway, if you are familiar with baseball.  Through the Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR) process, part of the floodway is like the outfield “warning track” before you hit the wall.  It’s an opportunity for you to hear the message, “pay attention, slow down and you won’t get hurt”.  You’ve told us that there is a perception that the floodway is just a “no go” in the minds of some.  Sure, it can be!  There are projects that are a “no go” in the floodway.  And if you hit that warning track at full speed and don’t adjust, you’re going to find out where that real “no go” spot is too!  Very quickly!  But if you’re skilled, smart and aware, you can do some amazing things between the warning track and the wall.  The same goes for a floodway.  If you have the tools to determine exactly what needs to happen to avoid causing harm to your self and others, solutions may be possible, even in the floodway.  A floodway isn’t a line on a map, it’s a concept represented in a modeling analysis.  There are multiple “right solutions”.  FEMA gives you a line to make it easy, “stay out an you are fine”.  That’s part of the beauty of the floodway.  You can use it that way.  But the mapped floodway comes with a model.  In this case a very, very good model.  Give this model to a good engineer and see what they can do with it.  When you hit the warning track you just need to think about what you can do and what you can’t.  That’s the whole point.



Project History, Methodology and Results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - 



History - Rock River Floodplain Analysis 
(Rock Island, Henry and Whiteside County)

2009 
Field Visit

2011 
Flood Risk 

Review

2012 
OWR submittal 
with revisions 
based on FRR 

data

2014 
OWR 

submittal 
with unsteady 
state floodway

2014 
OWR approval 

of hydrology

2018-19
Re-boot: Zone 
A Tributaries 

OWR submittal 
revised with 
Added Data

2020 
IDNR-OWR 
Concurrence 

+ Meredosia + 
Zone A 

Tributaries 

2021 
Flood Risk 

Review
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - We’ve all been at this for a while, haven’t we?  This will be familiar to many of you, but we shouldn’t assume that we’ve all been around for the duration.  Obviously, many of us have not!  So for my benefit, if no one else, let’s review how we got to this meeting.The project started 12 years ago with FEMA FY funding in 2009. ISWS and USACE did a field visit in October 2009.In 2011, the initial “DRAFT” engineering analysis was presented to stakeholders in a meeting similar to today’s “flood Risk Review” meeting.  That meeting first revealed the floodway increases and prompted several rounds of questions and concerns. Some additional topographic data was provided, and that information was incorporated into the model.That revised model was submitted to OWR for review in 2012.Additional stakeholder concerns were directed to IDNR-OWR and OWR provided comments to ISWS/USACE- specifically, it was requested the floodway be determined with the unsteady state model, (the 2012 OWR submittal was based on a steady state floodway model). I haven’t included all the communication between stakeholders and OWR here, but concerns were discussed and some of those concerns were then provided to USACE and ISWS as comments from OWR.  In 2014 a third model was submitted, incorporating the floodway analysis in the unsteady version of the HEC-RAS model prepared by USACE.  Later in 2014, OWR provided a concurrence letter for the hydrology.The work in 2014 also revealed where additional information was needed in order to accurately map Rock Island, Henry and Whiteside Counties.  For the most part the additional information needed was related to various tributaries to the Rock River.FEMA funded this current effort in FY 2017 to provide model backed analyses for those tributaries and to engage Rock River communities and stakeholders.  We developed additional hydrologic and hydraulic data for several tributaries but more importantly we sought to address the concerns that you voiced; at least within the limits of good engineering practice and what State and Federal law allows.  We sought and received additional data and incorporated those topographic changes, which occurred after the project started, into the model.  We submitted this final version of the Rock River Analysis as well as analyses of the Meredosia Ditch and the various other tributaries to OWR and received OWR concurrence with the Rock River floodway in April of 2020 and concurrence with Meredosia Ditch hydrology in August of that year.  We’ve woven all that together and present it for your consideration here in 2021.



2021 Flood Risk Review of 
FFY17 FEMA Rock River Projects

Rock River Mainstem Zone 
AE & Floodway Outreach

Meredosia Ditch Hydraulic 
Analysis

Rock River Watershed 
Zone A Analysis
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - For this Flood Risk Review Meeting these are the major topics we will cover: We’ll do an overview of the mainstem Rock River analysis for the main group and go into more detail in a breakout group; We’ll discuss the Meredosia Ditch Hydraulic Analysis and what we found; and We’ll discuss the model backed Zone A Analyses for the Rock River Tributaries that were needed.



2021 Flood Risk Review of 
FFY17 FEMA Rock River Projects

Rock River Mainstem Zone 
AE & Floodway Outreach

Meredosia Ditch Hydraulic 
Analysis

Rock River Watershed Zone 
A Analysis
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - I’m really a fan of the Rock River Mainstem Analysis.  I mean I really think that it’s really cool and that pretty much makes me a freak, right?  I really didn’t have much at all to do with this analysis, so I’m not blowing my own horn, but if you’re into this kind of thing this is about as good as it gets.  As much as I’d love to go into the exquisite detail of the Rock River analysis, I’ll save that for a breakout group for other modeling nerds and save you from that experience if that’s not your thing.  ��I’m going to hit the high points: what sets this analysis apart, why it is a great example of a floodplain and floodway analysis and what the broad results are in just a few slides and then we’ll move on to the new work that we’ve done.



Rock River – 2014 & 2019 Analysis

▸Stream gage based hydrologic analysis of 
observed records of 89 to 55 years, plus 
HEC-HMS analysis to verify and fill in, ISWS

▸Unsteady hydraulic HEC-RAS model, USACE
▸Model calibration: very close agreement with 

the 2002 event
▸Two profiles (natural valley and constricted) 

to represent risk at levees and allow for 
calibration of historical events

▸Unsteady state floodway - including floodway 
in storage areas based on volume

▸Additional data: 50 acres filled at I-80 & I-88 
and a BNSF siding built since 2018.

2014 
OWR submittal 
with unsteady 
state floodway

2018-19
Re-boot: Zone 
A Tributaries 

OWR submittal 
revised with 
Added Data
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - Hydrology based on rigorous statistical analysis of observed data has long been the gold standard of hydrologic analysis (that is how much water do we expect at some location).  The longer the record the better and here we have many long-lived gages.  When we performed the analysis Como was 89, Joslin was 69, Elkhorn Creek was 70, Rock Creek was 50, Green River was 73.  Over the past 50 years, through most of the history of FEMA and the NFIP we’ve used an assumption of steady peak flow when we modeled rivers.  Often that assumption is good enough.  It often produces similar results to more rigorous but difficult unsteady flow modeling.  This is an unsteady model.  That means that it accounts for all the water flowing down the Rock River at every step along the way.As a result, it was possible to achieve very close agreement with observed flood events.  These observed events are the closest thing that modelers have to a target.  (Jump forward to the next slide and back)The presence of hydraulically significant levees along the Rock River adds some complexity.  FEMA Levee guidance tells us that these levees require at least two scenarios be analyzed.  1. a “with levee” or Constricted scenario which allows calibration to observed events and typically determines the profile on the River Side of the levee.  2. a “no levee” or natural valley scenario which ignores the effect of non-accredited levees to establish the proposed BFE on the Land Side of these hydraulically significant levees.  Proposed BFE’s on the Rock River are the higher of these scenarios.  We’ll come back to this later.The unsteady floodway analysis is a good move but it’s different than the steady floodway analysis that we are used to.  Encroachment changes in a steady analysis do not change the flow, so changes in results are only seen at and upstream of changed cross-section.  Unsteady floodway changes may also change the flow rates downstream, so when changes in the floodway are evaluated, you may see changes downstream too.There have been a series of refinements in the model since 2011.  Refinements are good.  We were happy to incorporate the additional data that we received in 2018.  It took land that was filled, in the effective flood fringe, out of the proposed floodplain and floodway, but it didn’t have a significant impact on the proposed BFE’s.  0.02 feet, that’s a quarter inch or less.  The topographic data used for this analysis is an order of magnitude better than what was used for the effective study.  Refinements are good, but further refinements of this model are not likely to change much.



Rock River Hydrology
2002 Calibration Discharge Hydrograph Comparison
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Presentation Notes
Brian - (Turn on Laser Pointer)



2014 Proposed Floodplain

Meredosia/ 
Hillsdale

I80
Carbon CliffI74

Erie

Joslin Gage
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - The results of this analysis were provided to you in the form of the web maps that we linked to in your invitation to this meeting. We can also look at any part of those maps in our breakout meetings.For now, I wanted to show the 1% annual chance profile to try to give an overview of the comparison of the proposed results compared to the effective BFE and to illustrate how the constricted with levee scenario and the natural valley (with only accredited levees) scenario combine to form the proposed regulatory profile. This profile was completed by USACE and included in their report which is on the share site.There is a lot going on here, we’re packing 80 miles of profile on 2 slides.  Let’s start with the legend on the lower right.  The effective Whiteside Co. profile is purple with diamond points, the Henry Co. profile is red with square points, the Rock Island Co. profile is green with triangle points.  The proposed profiles are different shades of blue.  The Constricted profile is darker and smooth, the Natural Valley is lighter with X points.The major divisions on the bottom or X-Axis are 10 miles, subdivisions are 2 miles.  The major divisions on the Left or Y-Axis are 10 feet, subdivisions are 5 feet, on the NAVD 88 datum.



2014 Proposed Floodplain

Meredosia/ 
Hillsdale

I80
Carbon CliffI74

Erie

Joslin Gage
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - I’d like to make 8 points from these two slides.  Let’s walk through these profiles starting on the left at River Mile 0 and work upstream to the right: Starting at River Mile 0, the profile of the first 4 miles or so upstream of the confluence is established by the Mississippi River which will not change;  There is relatively close agreement between the proposed profile and the effective profile for the first 20 miles moving upstream; There is massive disagreement between the effective profiles for the three counties involved from River Mile 20 to 32 near Meredosia Ditch; Between River Mile 22 and 23 there is a change in which of the scenarios is highest, along the profile.  Downstream the Natural Valley profile controls, upstream generally the levee Constricted profile controls through River Mile 47 or so; The Constricted profile is generally lower than the Rock Island Co. effective profile, but where the Constricted profile controls between approximately River Mile 25 through 43 it is higher than the Henry and Whiteside Co. profiles.; Between River Mile 47 and 48 the controlling profile changes again. (next Slide to continue 6)



2014 Proposed Floodplain

Prophetstown
I88

Sterling/Rock Falls, 1st Ave
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - Upstream the Natural Valley profile generally controls again from this point of change upstream through Whiteside County and River Mile 78The Constricted and Natural Valley profiles are generally within 0.1 ft. of each other upstream of River Mile 50. Upstream of approximately River Mile 45 the proposed profile is substantially lower than the effective. We can’t go into specific detail on the changes in BFE from Effective to Proposed within the time available for this meeting, but I will point communities to Table 15, 16 and 17 in the Corp’s Rock River Hydraulic Analysis Report that we have made available through the Box share site.  These tables compare both Natural Valley and Constricted profiles to the Effective at all Lettered Cross-Sections.  Remember that the additional data that we incorporated into the analysis only increased water surface elevations of the profile that is higher by 0.02 feet or less.  The comparison tables are still good.OK, that’s the summary of proposed BFE changes along the profile.  Typically, that would conclude our discussion of BFE changes, because the profile elevation at each cross-section would extend across the length of each cross-section.  Remember said we’d talk in more depth about the multiple scenario approach?  FEMA Levee Guidance requires this dual scenario approach which also adds another twist to what we are accustom to seeing in Flood Insurance Rate Maps.  Remember that the Constricted scenario applies to the River Side of non-accredited but hydraulically significant levees and the Natural Valley scenario applies to the Land Side of the hydraulically significant levees?  So, at the risk of blowing some minds, that means there may be a multiple BFE’s along a cross-section line, right?  All FEMA projects which are required to follow the Levee Guidance due to hydraulically significant levees may result in cross-section lines with a different BFE on the river side of an unaccredited levee and the land side of the levee.  It’s not unique to the Rock River analysis.  Let’s take a look.



Natural Valley and Constricted Scenarios:
Proposed BFE’s
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example at RM 36.93.  You see in red a levee line from the National Levee Database.  The Rock River is southeast of the levee.  I highlighted the cross-section on the river side of the levee.  The proposed BFE is 590.7 ft.  (Click)  On the land side of the levee the proposed BFE is 587.8 ft. (Click) Further away from the Rock River on the other side of Route 2 or Moline Rd. the proposed BFE is 587.3.  I promised that I wouldn’t get too in the weeds, but that needs some explanation, right?  Storage Areas and Cross-sections.



Natural Valley and Constricted Scenarios:
Proposed BFE’s
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - This is the map view of the Natural Valley Scenario HEC-RAS geometry file with the Rock River centerline, green cross-section lines and blue storage areas.  The storage areas in this scenario are mainly north of I-88 which is flooded by the Rock River but doesn’t convey flow in this scenario.  Each of these storage areas is like a bathtub which can be filled and emptied by the model based on the surrounding cross-sections and other storage areas.  There are nine separate storage areas in the Natural Valley Scenario.  (Click)This is the corresponding view of the levee Constricted Scenario.  The model maintains cross-sections on the riverside or between levees but uses more storage areas (29) to accurately model the water that flows over the levees and floods the areas behind the levees.  Each of these storage areas may have a unique elevation for any of the modeled events.The Rock River results for all 5 Annual Chance Events proposed now are nearly identical (+/- 0.02 ft.) to what was presented in 2014 and again in 2018.  The results we present are the highest computed water surface determined from four possible sources: Natural Valley cross-sections or storage areas and Constricted cross-sections or storage areas.  The cross-section lines shown on the webmap follow the Natural Valley alignment and extent.  (Arrow Up)  But the highest elevation for any event along a cross-section segment may come from any of the four sources. (Arrow Up and Down).And that is why cross-section lines are split into segments with different elevations associated with each segment.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - Let’s go back to this graphic for the purpose of looking broadly at the major Rock River changes compared with the effective maps.  Quite frankly we’re reusing an older graphic here.  There are some differences between this and what we have shared on the Web Map.  Again, if you want to see the differences in detail now, use the web map to compare the ISWS Draft Floodplains with the NFHL.  But still this is useful to see the big picture related to the Rock River.  Let’s look at the changes shown on this graphic.  The green hatch are areas removed from the floodway; I think I see some “island” areas above the BFE that are removed.  The red hatch are areas added to the floodway that weren’t even in the floodplain previously.  The yellow hatch are areas that were floodplain but should be floodwayThe solid green are areas removed from the floodplainThe solid red are areas added to the floodplainThe solid yellow are areas of effective floodway that should be floodplainThe blue hatched areas remain floodwayThe solid blue areas remain floodplainWhile there are increases and decreases in the BFE, the overall impact of the new analysis is the expanded floodway. When we look at the big picture, the footprint of the floodplain has not changed.  



2018

2018

2021

Box Share Site:
Rock River Mainstem 
Re-engagement_Mtg June 2018

https://uofi.box.com/s/gjle8quzu2evra5piecj9hza2azkkgsq
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Presentation Notes
Brian - 

https://uofi.box.com/s/gjle8quzu2evra5piecj9hza2azkkgsq


2021 Flood Risk Review of 
FFY17 FEMA Rock River Projects

Rock River Mainstem Zone 
AE & Floodway Outreach

Meredosia Ditch 
Hydraulic Analysis

Rock River Watershed 
Zone A Analysis
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - Let’s turn our attention to the new work added to the Rock River in order to pave the way for County Wide Physical Map Revisions.Let’s look at the Meredosia Ditch Hydraulic Analysis.



Meredosia Ditch Analysis
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - We performed a detailed study of the Meredosia Ditch to sort out this weirdness.  There’s floodway in Rock Island Co. along the Meredosia Ditch, but none in Whiteside County.  The effective Meredosia Ditch BFE’s in Rock Island County are 3 feet higher than the BFE’s in Whiteside County too.  So, a restudy was in order.  If the Rock River is actually higher for the same events than Meredosia Ditch, then the Rock River would control the mapping in this area.



Meredosia Ditch Analysis
▸Hydrology

• No stream gage on Meredosia Ditch 
• HEC-HMS Version 4.2.1 (Same model 

that was calibrated to gage data from 
the Rock River and tributaries)

• Bulletin 70 Rainfall, Huff Distributions
• Significant Storage due to the gated 

culverts at the Main Street pump 
station near Hillsdale.

• Result: The proposed peak discharge 
values based on the HEC-HMS model 
are lower than the effective peak 
streamflow values. 

▸Hydraulics
• HEC-RAS version 5.0.6 (Steady Flow)
• Topographic data same as Rock River
• Surveyed structures, supplemented by 

as-built plans and channel data 
interpolated between structures

• Normal Depth for downstream starting 
elevation 

• Result: Meredosia Ditch water surface 
elevations are lower than the proposed 
analysis of the Rock River

• The Rock River analysis will establish 
BFE’s and floodway limits and resolve 
the apparent discrepancy.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - Summary of the Hydrologic AnalysisNo stream gage data is available to complete a statistical analysis or provide the basis for calibration or verification of the hydrologic analysis results on Meredosia Ditch.   The same model was used that was calibrated to gage data from the Rock River and tributaries. (USACE) Hydrologic Engineering Center-Hydrologic Modeling System (HEC-HMS) Version 4.2.1.  You may know that ISWS Bulletin 75 was issued within the last couple years which revised Rainfall data for Illinois.  Consistent with IDNR-OWR policy, all Rock River related projects including the Meredosia Ditch were started using Bulletin 70 data and therefore continue to use Bulletin 70 data. We surveyed and modeled the storage and control structure at Mainstreet in Hillsdale.  This is the most significant difference between the Effective flows, (based on 1973 Regression Equations).Typical Methods: CN, Clark UH, Muskingum-Cunge routing, used HEC-RAS for rating curve, critical duration analysis (5-Day CD)Result: The proposed peak discharge values based on the HEC-HMS model are lower than the effective peak streamflow values. Summary of the Hydraulic AnalysisHEC-RAS version 5.0.6 (Steady Flow)Topographic data same as Rock River, 2009Surveyed structures, supplemented by as-built plans and channel data interpolated between structuresNormal Depth for downstream starting elevation Result: Meredosia Ditch water surface elevations are lower than the proposed analysis of the Rock RiverThe Rock River analysis will establish BFE’s and floodway limits and resolve the apparent discrepancy.The results of the Meredosia Ditch analysis are not included in the web map.



2021 Flood Risk Review of 
FFY17 FEMA Rock River Projects

Rock River Mainstem Zone 
AE & Floodway Outreach

Meredosia Ditch Hydraulic 
Analysis

Rock River Watershed 
Zone A Analysis
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - Most of the new work that we present at this Flood Risk Review Meeting are A Zone model results for 37 Tributaries which drain to the Rock River.   You may recall that you received a letter from FEMA describing this upcoming work.  That letter is called an SID 620 letter and generally describes the extent and proposed methodology of the work.



Henry County Zone A Study Extents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This exhibit accompanied our letter to communities in Henry County.  New Zone A studies were developed for four streams in Henry County:  Mosquito Creek, Mud Creek, Mineral Creek and Big Slough Ditch.



Rock Island County Zone A Study Extents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - Streams that were un-named on the effective FIRM’s or in the Geographic Names Information System (GNIS) were given reasonable names to help keep them straight.  Of course, these names won’t be familiar to you.  If you know of a commonly used name or as a community prefer some other name, please include this as a web map comments.  Otherwise, we will use these names in possible Physical Map Revisions.  In Rock Island County we produced studies for several Rock River and Zuma Creek Tributaries as well as Case Creek, Shaffer Creek, and Zuma Creek.  Meredosia Ditch was the Detailed study that we talked about.�Our work on Shaffer Creek revealed a discrepancy with the effective mapping, so we will revisit that next year.



County Zone A Study Extents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We did the most Zone A work in Whiteside County.  This included Cattail Creek, Rock Creek and its tributaries, Elkhorn Creek and its tributaries, including Spring Creek, Coon Creek, Winnebago Ditch and Tributaries, and the Hennepin Feeder Canal.



Zone A Models
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian – All total we updated 152 miles of Zone A streams and performed new studies on an additional 40 miles of Zone A Streams for a grand total of 192 stream miles.  We provide the cross-section locations for all these streams on the web maps.  We include the approximate model-based elevations with these cross-section locations.  These will be hidden in the NFHL by the way, but you can re-label them if you are using the NFHL database in GIS.   



Zone A Model Methodology

▸ Hydrology is based on the current version of Stream Stats
▸ Hydraulic Models comply with FEMA Guidance on Base Level Engineering (BLE) 

Analyses and Mapping dated February 2018
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - Remember that we said that the difference between Zone AE and Zone A is largely a difference in the level of analysis.  These are the minimum levels of modeling used for the Zone A streams.



Zone A Models
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian – Rock River Tributaries A – E and F interacted with each other in ways that make traditional 1-Dimensional modeling based on cross-sections much more difficult in order to be accurate.  It was much easier to meet the Base Level Engineering guidance by modeling these streams in 2-Dimensions with which uses a grid of cells rather than cross sections.  You won’t see cross-sections in these areas as a result.



Community Participation

▸Now is the time to review the draft floodplain mapping for your 
community!!!
• Who’s affected?
• Is the mapping reasonable and/or consistent with community’s 

experience with flooding?
• Make comments if something doesn’t look right or make sense.  
• Provide data or information if it could support a change to the draft 

mapping
• Ask questions!
• Only the Comments that you provide through the Web Map count as 

official comments!  Please make your comments through the web map!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - 



Questions?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - 



Webmap Results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian – Introduce Zoe



Web Map Demonstration

https://www.illinoisfloodmaps.org/commentmap/rockriver.htm
Login: watershed Password: illinoisfloods!123
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zoe - 

https://www.illinoisfloodmaps.org/commentmap/rockriver.htm


Web Map Demonstration
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zoe (recorded)






Path Forward Discussion
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - Thank Zoe!  Introduce Mary 



Communication Plan for current FEMA project

▸Proposed Engineering Methods Notification Letters mailed 
1/25/2018

▸Project Re-engagement Meetings held 6/12/2018 in Rock Island 
and Sterling; included acceptance and follow-up of comments

▸Flood Risk Review Meeting (Today)
• Associated 30-day comment period starts today
• Comment Period Ends COB Monday, 7/12/2021

▸Comment resolution and follow-up as necessary
▸ ISWS & FEMA currently in discussions for the next project 

phase. Includes but not limited to: 
• Delineation of levee interior areas
• Re-delineation of select Zone AE streams
• Additional tributary data development in Rock Island County
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mary – The FEMA communication plan requirements for the current project started in January of 2018 with the proposed Engineering methods notification letters; these letters were sent out to all community and county CEO’s, FPA and engineers;   In June of at same year we had two project re-engagement meetings one held in Rock Island and the other in Sterling; These meeting included acceptance of comments which were then duely followed-upToday we have the FRR – there will be an associate 30-day comment period, which starts today and ends July 12, 2021Time will then be allocated to comment resolution and follow-up as necessary;The water survey and FEMA are currently discussing the next phase of the project; this phase will include, but is not limited to Delineation of levee interior areasRe-delineation of select Zone AE streamsAdditional tributary data development in Rock Island County



Schedule

▸Flood Risk Review Meeting (today)
▸Comment discussion & resolution (Summer & Fall 2021)
▸Proposed next phase work including completion of county 

specific FIRM databases. (To begin in 2022)
▸Databases provided to each county for review and comment 

(TBD)
▸We do not anticipate preliminary maps for at least 3 years!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MarWe foresee the Schedule to be as followsThe Comment discussion and resolution for this FRR meeting to take place in the Summer and Fall of this year;The proposed next phase of the work, including the completion of county specific FIRM databases to begin in 2022The databases will be provided to each county for review and comment at a date to be decided.We do not anticipate preliminary maps for at least 3 years.



Community Risk Communication and 
Mitigation Resources

FEMA Floodsmart.gov: https://www.floodsmart.gov/
• An official site of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
• IDNR Acting NFIP State Coordinator: Marilyn Sucoe, P.E., CFM 

Marilyn.Sucoe@Illinois.gov

FEMA Hazard Mitigation Planning: 
https://www.fema.gov/emergency-managers/risk-management/hazard-
mitigation-planning

• Help with identifying disaster risks and vulnerabilities, and 
developing mitigation plans to break the cycle of disaster damage 
and reconstruction.

FEMA Mitigation Ideas: 
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-06/fema-mitigation-
ideas_02-13-2013.pdf

• A resource for reducing risk to natural hazards.
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Presentation Notes
Mary - For help with Risk Communication and Mitigation actions please visit the floodsmart.gov and FEMA.gov websites where information on Community Resources, the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), Hazard Mitigation Planning and many other topics is available.It is on this slide that Marilyn Sucoe’s email contact information is to be found.

https://www.floodsmart.gov/
mailto:Marilyn.Sucoe@Illinois.gov
https://www.fema.gov/emergency-managers/risk-management/hazard-mitigation-planning


Questions?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mary – We have some time allocated for question.



Post-meeting survey
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mary - 



Brian S. Chaille, P.E., CFM      bchaille@Illinois.edu

Mary Richardson, CFM           mjr@Illinois.edu

www.illinoisfloodmaps.org

Contacts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mary – Return to Brian



Agenda

Part 1
Welcome and Introduction

Motivated
Project History, Methodology and 

Results
Propose a path forward

Break

Part 2
Breakout in Topical Dialog Groups

Levee Discussion
Floodway 

Zone A and Technical Discussion
Using the Web Map to Make Comments

Topic of Your Choice?

Agenda
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brian - Let’s take a 10-minute break before we start the second part of this meeting.  Please just leave your Zoom session on.  We’ll make sure that everyone is muted, and you may want to turn off your video to.  If for some reason you get disconnected, we’ll be watching the waiting room for people returning to the meeting, you can just log in again.When we return, we will join Breakout Groups that will allow us to talk easier and answer more in depth or specific questions that you may have.  If you have a topic that you’d like to discuss further, please let us know in the Chat box.  We can be flexible.  We can set up a breakout for the topics of your choice quite easily.  We will resume this meeting at ____ pm.
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